
Shiv Rana, 
reception John 

Blandy

Inspiration: a sunny Easter display. Shiv 
felt the colour yellow was special as it 

represents the sun.....light and warmth. 
The start of a new chapter ….

It's been a highly unusual 
and difficult year for us all. 
Hopefully this Easter will be 
the start of a new happier 

joyful time for us all.



Jacob, year 2 FIS
Rolled paper flowers – Easter Bunny gets stuck!



Dylan, reception John 
Blandy

Dylan wanted to create an 
Easter weekend treat to 
share with his family with 

a nest to put his fimo
chick model in that he 
made with his dad during 

lockdown.



Happy Easter!

Layla has created a decorated salt dough Easter basket and 
Pom Pom chick in After School Club.

The teacher demonstrated how to make a Pom Pom using 

discs of card and wool and Layla made two, a large one for the 
chick’s body and smaller one for the head. Taking a large craft 
needle, Layla sewed the two poms poms together. She cut a 
diamond out of yellow felt, folded it in half and stuck it to the 
chick at the bend before sticking ok some eyes.

Using salt dough, Layla weaved 6 strips of dough for the chick’s 
basket and placed them inside a greased foil covered bowl 
mould. She took the remainder of the dough and made it into 
two long strips twisted together for the handle and rim. Some 
flattened dough was used to cut out some flowers to stick on 
the handle with some water. Once baked, Layla painted the 

flowers in bright spring colours and the teacher varnished it for 
her to seal and protect it.

Well done Layla!

• Layla, Year 2 FIS



Lorenzo, reception John 

Blandy

Easter decorations using 

olive tree and other 
branches from the garden



Noah and Scarlett, Year 1 & 

reception, FIS; made these 
cinnamon pretzel Easter 

bunnies which are refined 
sugar free and make a 
yummy after school treat! 

Happy Easter!



Weronika, year 1 FIS

We used plastic eggs which we painted it then 

used decal, for other she glued jute string all 

the way around. Weronika picked some leaves 

and added her favourite bunny.


